The points in the four-dimensional space are projeoted onto a plane by means of projecting planes. In the previous papers projecting planes have formed pencils of planes and yielded projections preserving collinearity of points {cf.
1. Definition and properties of the projection apparatus Assume that in the four-dimensional projective space P^ there is given a point T and let T-j and r2 be planes intersecting at the point T.
Definition 1.
The set of projecting planes {9} is defined as -the set of planes passing through the 2 J.Bohdanowicz-Grochowska point T and intersecting both planes f^ and r2 in straight lines.
Example.
If straight lines m^ and m^ lie on the planes T^ and f2, respectively, and intersect at the point T, then the plane 9(.n.],m2) determined by these straight lines is a projecting plane.
Theorem

1.
A plane is a projecting one if and only if it is a common part of two three-dimensional spaces, one of which contains t^, and the other contains Proof.
If? is a projecting plane, then 0 = = P^ n Pj, where P^ is the three dimensional space determined by 9 and T^, and is the three dimensional space determined by 9 and fg. If ? is a common part of such tv/o spaces, then 9 contains the point T, since T e P; and T £ P^. Moreover, the plane 9 intersects the planes t.
and ro in straight lines. This ends the proof.
Theorem
2.
Through every point of the space P^ not lying on the planes t^ and fg there passes exactly one projecting plane.
Proof.
If k i ty and A ^ t2, then A determines the projecting plane 9 = (k,T^) n (A,T2), where (A,t.,) and (A,T2) are the three-dimensional spaces determined by the point A and the planes t^ and v2.
Since these spaces are uniquely determined and they do not coincide, the plane 9 is also uniquely determined.
Theorem
3.
Through every point lying on the plane x^ or the plane r2, different from the point T = t^ n r2, there passes a three-dimensional pencil of projecting planes.
Proof.
Let A e T^ and A ^ T. We consider the three-dimensional space (A, -^) and in this space the pencil of planes with the edge (A,T). Every plane in this pencil passes through the point A and is a projecting plane, since it contains the point T and intersects the plane t^ along the straight line (A,T), and intersects fn along some straight line. We shall show that the projecting planes have no point in common except the point T, In fact, through any point not lying on the planes r.
and T^ there passes exactly one projecting plane (Theorem 2), and through any point lying on one of these planes different ^rom the point T there passes a thfbee-dimensional pencil of projecting planes (Theorem 3). If the oblique projection (A'} of the point A contains more thar. one point, then we say that this projection is extensive.
Remark. In view of Theorem 2 and 3 an oblique projection of any point different from the point T always exists, and from Theorem 3 it follows that the points of the planes T^ and t" 2 have extensive projection.
x n e o r e m 5. 1°. If A i T^ , A 4 r 2 and A ^ (x,I..,Tp), then the oblique projection {A'} of the point A coincides with A' = p n jr . Ad 1°. In view of Theorem 2 there exists exactly one plane ^ projecting the point A; this plane intersects the projection plane at the point A' = <? A n Jr . IT this plane 9 A intersected the projection plane along a line, then the space (T,jr) would contain two projecting planes: 9^ and (T,T.|,T 2 ) intersecting at least one of the planes T^ and f 2 along two different straight lines, but then this plane (f^ or r 2 ) would lie in the space (T,3T) and would intersect the projection ¿»lane along a line* Ad 2°. If, say, B e X^ , then the set of planes projecting the point B is a pencil of planes included in the space (B.fg). The projection of the point B is the edge of this space with the projection plane, i.e. the straight line (B 1 ) = (B,r 2 )n3r containing the point T 2 belonging to the space (B,r 2 ) and to the projection plane 3T .
Ad 3°. The plane projecting a point C 6 (T,T^,T 2 ) is the plane (T,T.,,T 2 ) intersecting the projection plane along the straight line T.,T 2 .
3. Oblique projections of straight lines Theorem 6. Straight lines not intersecting any of the planes and (T,T.,,T 2 ) are projected onto non-degenerated conics containing the points T^ and Tg.
Proof.
Assume that a straight line 1 does not interseots any of the planes r 1 ,r 2 and (T,T^,T 2 ). Consider any three-dimensional space P^(l) containing 1 and not containing T. Let this space intersects the planes Vy and t 2 along the lines 1 1 • P 3 (l)n r, and 1 2 • P^il) n r g oblique to eaoh other and to the line 1. The straight lines 1,1^ and 1 2 determine a quadric surfaoe in the spaoe 1). We consider a hyperoone of the second degree (T,Hj) with vertenc T and base H^. Observe that the planes of this hypercone intersecting the lines l,l 1f l 2 are planes projecting particular points of the line Is these planes pass through T and intersect the planes r^ and r 2 along straight lines, because they intersect the straight and 1 2 lying in these planes.
Hence the oblique projection of 1 coincides with the section of the hyperconB (T,H^) by the plane 3T.
First we shall determine the section of this hyperoone by the space (T,3r). Observe that the section of the quadric surface H^ by the space (T f x) is a non-degenerated conio. In fact, the plane (T t 3r) n P^(L) intersect H^ along a conic s; if this conic were two straight lines, then one of them would lie on a plane projecting a point of 1. This plane-lying in the space (T,ff) -would project that point onto a straight line, which is impossible. Now let us observe that the section of the cone (T,^) by the space (T,JT) is a non-degenerated cone of the second degree (T,s) with vertex T and base s. Hence the section of (T,H^) by a projection plane is a non-degenerated conic s.
We shall show that the oblique projection L 1 = s of the line 1 contains, e.g. the point T^. Let us take the point P = 1 n (TT.,,r 2 ) lying on 1, this point is uniquely determined because 1 cannot lie in the space (T^,?^) ~ then it would intersect the plane Hence the plane 9p projecting P ooincides with (TT 1t P). It projects the point P of 1 onto its trace on the projection plane, i.e. onto V Theorem 7.
Straight lines intersecting at least one of the planes t^, R 2 or (TT.J,T 2 ) and not passing through T are obliquely projected onto degenerated oonios containing the points T 1 and Tg.
Proof* For example, let us take a straight line a intersecting t•) and a straight line b intersecting the planes t^ and (TT-pTg). Let a intersect 1 1 at the point A«a n Z^. The space (a, f 1 ) intersects the plane t" 2 6 J.Bohdanowicz-Grochowska contains a pencil of planes projecting individual points of the straight line a; hence the projection of a is the straight line a' = (an X passing through T 1 . Moreover, the projection of A is the straight line (A 1 )• = = U,r 2 ) n TT passing through T^ (see point P° of Theorem 5).
Let the straight line b intersect the planes V^ and (T,T^,T 2 ) at the points B = b n ^ and C = b n (T,T.,,T 2 ). The extensive projection of the point B is the line (B 1 ) = = (Bjfg) n T passing through Tg, and the extensive projection of C is the line (C 1 } = (T^Tg). Observe that the remaining points of b are projected onto the point T 2 , i.e. onto the point of intersection of (B 1 ) and (C 1 ).
In fact, all plane? projecting the points of b different f,rom points B and C lie in the space ('f^,b) and these points are projected onto the point T 2 , which is their common trace on the projection plane IT .
4. Oblique projections of planes and three-dimensional spaces Theorem 8. If the plane P 2 intersects the plao nes f., , r 2 and (T,T^,T 2 ) at different points A = P n t^ , B = F 2 n r 2 and C = P 2 n (T,T 1 ,T 2 ), then the oblique projection of the plane P 2 is its non-degenerated quadratic transformation onto the projection plane 3T, where the triangle ABC is a fundamental triangle in this transformation.
In view of Theorems 6 and 7 all straight o lines of the plane P are projected onto non-degenerated or degenerated conics of JT passing through the points T^ and T 2 . We shall show that all these conics pass through a point P different from T 1 and T 2 . In fact, through the straight line AB of the plane P 2 there passes a projecting plane (T,ABi different from the plane (T.T,,,^). This plane projects all points of the straight line AB onto its trace P' = (T,AB) n JT. The projection of every straight A line of the plane P has to pass through the point P', 2 since all straight lines of the plane P intersect the line AE projected onto P'.
Hence the triangle T^ Tg P' is a f^njamental triangle of the projection of the plane P 2 , and the triangle ABC o is a fundamental triangle of the plane P 1 ", because the points A,B,C are projected onto the sides of the triangle
If the space ? does not contain the point T, then each point of the projection plane different fro.n T1 e.nc T" is an oblique projection of some 3 straight line of the space P and is a third -beside T.. and -vertex of a fundamental triangle of the projections of the planes of P belonging to the pencil with the edge projected onto this point.
3 Proof.
The space T intersects the planes r^ and Tg along the oblique lines 11 and l^. Through every point P of the space P^ there passes a straight line 1 intersecting the lines and I2, hence also intersecting the planes T^ and r^.
Hence the projection of 1 coincides with a point L' and the triangle T^ Tp L' is a fundamental triangle of the projections of every plane contained in the space P^ and passing through 1, If L' is an arbitrary point of the projection plane different from T^ and T^ then the projecting plane 9-jj intersects the linees and 1 ^ at the points L and M and the straight line LM of the space P J is projected onto L' . Hence the triangle T^T2L is a fundamental triangle of every plane of the space p3 passing through LM.
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